
This morning the UK announced its biggest ever month-on-month
increase in inflation since records began in 1997, as the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) reading jumped to 3.2% in August (versus August
2020), up from July's 2% and coming in ahead of analysts' forecasts for
2.9%. We note that the CPI figure is considered by investors to be the
region's most important measure of inflation as it is used as the Bank
of England's inflation target (2%). August's inflation surge is partly due
to a once-off boost from the "Eat Out to Help Out" scheme, which had
pushed down prices last August significantly. We believe the price
increase is also a result of higher commodity prices this year, such as
food and fuel.
In terms of 'Core CPI', which measures the same data but excluding
volatile food, energy, alcohol, and tobacco items, the region's result for
August came in at 3.1%, versus forecasts for 2.9% and the previous
reading of 1.8%.
The Bank of England has made it clear that it expects inflation to reach
4% by the end of this year in the UK.
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Equities: European equities are flat to slightly lower on Wednesday morning, in what has been
a quiet week for the asset class so far. Weak Chinese Retail Sales results overnight have
dampened sentiment slightly. The VIX in the States has moved somewhat lower this week,
down below $19 once again today, as S&P 500 futures try to make up some of yesterday's
losses.
Currencies: FX markets continue their very quiet trade of the last few days, with the recent
release of US inflation data (miss of expectations) raising uncertainty over whether the Federal
Reserve will begin their stimulus withdrawal this year. The Fed will release its latest monetary
policy decision next Wednesday at 7pm Irish time. EUR/GBP at 0.855 and GBP/USD at 1.383,
both pairs seeing relatively quiet trade this morning after the UK's inflation result, we note that
investors are now pricing in two interest rate hikes from the BOE by the end of 2022.
Safe-havens: Gold gained 0.7% yesterday on the back of lower Treasury yields in the US, the
precious metal giving back some of these gains this morning. US 10yr yielding 1.28% while
Germany's 10yr sits at -0.34%.
Looking ahead: This afternoon Canada will release monthly CPI inflation results, after similar
figures from the UK this morning and US yesterday. We will also see Industrial Production
results out of the US after lunch today, however not expected to have a large impact on
markets. US Retail Sales will be watched closely by traders tomorrow at 1:30pm, with the same
coming from the UK on Friday morning.
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Tullow Oil

Irish Budget Forecasts

The Irish-founded and now Africa-focused multinational oil and gas
exploration company Tullow Oil plc has announced H1 earnings
results - which have come in broadly in line with guidance and
analysts' forecasts. Tullow also made the announcement that its
finance chief Les Wood will step down by the end of Q1 2022.
Net profits came in at $93 million for the first half of the year, up from
the firm's $1.33 billion loss last year due to impairment charges. We
note that Tullow also refinanced its $2.3b debt pile at the beginning of
the reported six-month period.
"Strong operational performance in the first half of the year and a
transformational debt refinancing have put Tullow on a firm footing to
deliver our business plan" said chief executive Rahul Dhir.
Tullow's share price is almost 3% higher on the back of this morning's
release, now up over 56% YTD so far to £46.33 in London. The stock
trades on a forward-P/E of 7.2 times at current levels.

In yesterday's Daily Update we spoke about ICTU's pre-budget
statement, during which the organisation said the Government should
discard its plans for tax cuts in the upcoming Budget and instead
focus on increases in public expenditure on housing, healthcare, and
childcare. Today, in the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council's (IFAC) pre-budget
submission, we saw the council warn that it believes there is a one in
four risk that government debt could end up on an unsustainable
path. The statement claims that increasing spending, investment, and
cutting taxes at the same time is a "risky strategy" and does not "leave
the public finances on a sustainable footing". 
IFAC believes the budget deficit will come in at €15.5b compared to
the current government forecasts of over €20b, as they cited the
faster than expected recovery in the economy.


